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ALASTAIR GREENE
THE NEW WORLD BLUES

H NEW ALBUM H 

Produced by Tab Benoit for 
WHISKEY BAYOU RECORDS

Available October 23, 2020

“Fronting a power blues-rock trio, guitarist Alastair Greene breathes in 
sulfuric fumes and exhales blazing fire.”  
     - Frank John Hadley, Downbeat Magazine

“Greene is a no frills rock vocalist. His fiery solos prove him a premier 
shredder who will appeal to fans of Walter Trout, Joe Bonamassa, 

and Albert Castiglia.”
     - Thomas J Cullen III, Blues Music Magazine

“On THE NEW WORLD BLUES, Alastair makes it clear why he is a ‘guitar 
player’s guitar player,’ and this recording will surely leave the Alastair 

Greene stamp on the Blues Rock World.”  
     - Rueben Williams, Thunderbird Management, Whiskey Bayou Records 

alastairgreene.com
whiskeybayourecords.com

https://agsongs.com/
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SHEMEKIA  

By  Marc Lipkin
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U n c i v i l  W a r
COPELAND 



With a recording career that 
began in 1998 at age 18, award-
winning vocalist Shemekia 

Copeland has grown to become one of 
the most talented and passionately candid 
artists on today’s roots music scene. Her 
riveting new album, Uncivil War, builds 
on the musically and lyrically adventurous 
territory she’s been exploring for over 
a decade, blending blues, R&B and 
Americana into a sound that is now hers 
alone. The soulful and uncompromising 
Uncivil War tackles the problems of 
contemporary American life head on, with 
nuance, understanding, and a demand 
for change. It also brings Copeland’s 
fiercely independent, sultry R&B fire to 
songs more personal than political. NPR 
Music calls Shemekia “authoritative” and 
“confrontational” with “punchy defiance 
and potent conviction. It’s hard to imagine 
anyone staking a more convincing claim 
to the territory she’s staked out – a true 
hybrid of simmering, real-talking spirit 
and emphatic, folkie- and soul-style 
statement-making.”
  Uncivil War, recorded in Nashville 
with award-winning producer and 
musician Will Kimbrough at the helm, 
is a career-defining album for three-time 
Grammy nominee Copeland. With songs 
addressing gun violence (“Apple Pie And 
A .45”), Civil Rights (the Staple Singers-
esque message song, “Walk Until I Ride”), 
lost friends (the Dr. John tribute “Dirty 
Saint”), bad love (Junior Parker’s “In The 
Dark”) as well as good (“Love Song,” by 
her father, legendary bluesman Johnny 
“Clyde” Copeland), Uncivil War is far-
reaching, soul-searching and timeless. 
Guests on Uncivil War include Americana

superstar Jason Isbell, legendary guitarist 
Steve Cropper, rising guitar star Christone 
“Kingfish” Ingram, rocker Webb Wilder, 
rock icon Duane Eddy, mandolin wizard 
Sam Bush, dobro master Jerry Douglas, 
and The Orphan Brigade providing 
background vocals.  
  Among the most striking songs on 
Uncivil War is the true, torn-from-history 
story, “Clotilda’s On Fire.” It tells of the 
very last slave ship to arrive in America (in 
Mobile Bay, Alabama) in 1859, 50 years 
after the slave trade was banned. The ship, 
burned and sunk by the captain to destroy 
the evidence, was finally discovered in 
2019. The song, featuring Alabama native 
Jason Isbell playing the most ferocious 
blues guitar of his career, is a hair-raising 
look at living American history delivered 
with power, tenderness, and jaw-dropping 
intensity. 
  Another stand-out song is the 
topical title track, a courageous plea 
for unity in a time of disunion. The 
song is simultaneously challenging and 
comforting, as Shemekia delivers “Uncivil 
War” with passion and insight about the 
chaos and uncertainty in the world while 
still finding light in the darkness and hope 
for the future. Rolling Stone praised it as, 
“Blues queen Shemekia Copeland’s rootsy 
message song about the divided states 
of America. Her gospel-tinged vocal is 
there to soothe and defuse, reminding us 
that it’s time to listen to one another and, 
ultimately, come together.” 
  With Uncivil War, Copeland is 
determined to stand her ground, help heal 
America’s wounds and continue to mend 
broken hearts. She brings people together



with her music, a spirited amalgamation 
of blues, roots and Americana. She’s 
anxious to bring her new songs to her fans 
around the world as soon as possible. Of 
the new album Copeland says, “I’m trying 
to put the ‘united’ back in the United 
States. Like many people, I miss the days 
when we treated each other better. For 
me, this country’s all about people with 
differences coming together to be part of 
something we all love. That’s what really 
makes America beautiful.”
  When Copeland first broke on the 
scene with her groundbreaking Alligator 
Records debut CD Turn The Heat Up, 
she instantly became a blues and R&B 
force to be reckoned with. News outlets 
from The New York Times to CNN 
praised Copeland’s talent, larger-than-life 
personality, dynamic, authoritative voice 
and true star power. With each subsequent 
release, Copeland’s music had evolved. 
From her debut through 2005’s The Soul 
Truth, Copeland earned eight Blues Music 
Awards, a host of Living Blues Awards 
(including the prestigious 2010 Blues 
Artist Of The Year) and more accolades 
from fans, critics and fellow musicians. 
2000’s Wicked received a Grammy 
nomination. Two successful releases 
on Telarc (including 2012’s Grammy-
nominated 33 1/3) sealed her reputation 
as a fearless and soulful singer.
  In 2015, Copeland returned to 
Alligator Records with the Grammy-
nominated, Blues Music Award-winning 
Outskirts Of Love, she continued to 
broaden her musical vision, melding blues 
with more rootsy, Americana sounds. 
With her soaked-in-blues vocals at the 
forefront, she extended her lyrical reach,

singing substantial new material and 
reinventing songs previously recorded by 
artists including ZZ Top and Creedence 
Clearwater Revival. NPR’s All Things 
Considered said, “Copeland embodies 
the blues with her powerful vocal chops 
and fearless look at social issues.” No 
Depression declared, “Copeland pierces 
your soul. This is how you do it, and 
nobody does it better than Shemekia 
Copeland.” 
  With 2018’s America’s Child, 
Copeland continued singing about 
the world around her, shining light in 
dark places with confidence and well-
timed humor. Singer/songwriter Mary 
Gauthier, who contributed two songs 
to the album, said, “Shemekia is one of 
the great singers of our time. Her voice 
is nothing short of magic.” Potent new 
songs, a duet with John Prine, and a 
reinvention of a Kinks classic led MOJO 
magazine to name America’s Child the 
#1 blues release of 2018. It won both the 
Blues Music Award and the Living Blues 
Award for Album Of The Year. American 
Songwriter said, “Copeland delivers the 
meticulously chosen material with fierce 
intent, balancing her emotionally moving, 
searing, husky, four-alarm vocals with a 
more subtle tough yet tender approach. 
The riveting America’s Child pushes 
boundaries, creating music reflecting a 
larger, wider-ranging tract of Americana.”
  Shemekia Copeland has performed 
thousands of gigs at clubs, festivals and 
concert halls all over the world, and has 
appeared in films, on national television, 
NPR, and in magazine and newspapers. 
She’s sung with Eric Clapton, Bonnie 
Raitt, Keith Richards, Carlos Santana,
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 Dr. John, James Cotton, and many others. She opened for The Rolling Stones and 
entertained U.S. troops in Iraq and Kuwait. Jeff Beck calls her “amazing.” Santana 
says, “She’s incandescent...a diamond.” In 2012, she performed with B.B. King, Mick 
Jagger, Buddy Guy, Trombone Shorty, Gary Clark, Jr., and others at the White House 
for President and Mrs. Obama. She has performed on PBS’s Austin City Limits and was 
recently the subject of a six-minute feature on the PBS News Hour. Currently, Copeland 
can be heard hosting her own popular daily blues radio show on SiriusXM’s Bluesville.
  The Chicago Tribune’s famed jazz critic Howard Reich says, “Shemekia Copeland 
is the greatest female blues vocalist working today. She pushes the genre forward, 
confronting racism, hate, xenophobia and other perils of our time. Regardless of subject 
matter, though, there’s no mistaking the majesty of Copeland’s instrument, nor the 
ferocity of her delivery. In effect, Copeland reaffirms the relevance of the blues.” The 
Philadelphia Inquirer succinctly states, “Shemekia Copeland is an antidote to artifice. 
She is a commanding presence, a powerhouse vocalist delivering the truth.”

PHOTOGRAPHY ©   ROMAN SOBUS COURTESY OF SHEMEKIA COPELAND
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TOO SLIM AND THE TAILDRAGGERS
The Remedy
VizzTone

Tim Langford may be “too slim,” but this album 
isn’t; it’s chock-full of kick-ass blues rock. Over 

three decades of performing, Langford has fronted 
bands with keyboards, horns, and harmonica.  Here, 
as in the praised 2018 album High Desert Heat, he 
appears at the head of the pared-down Taildraggers, 
with Zach Kasik on bass, occasional banjo, and 
guitar, and Jeff “Shakey” Fowlkes on percussion. 
Along with the current configurations led by Tab 
Benoit, this outfit merits a place in the top pantheon 
of blues power trios.
  The nearly full hour of blues is comprised of 11 

songs, ten being originals.  Langford handles the vocals ably, with potent, raspy aplomb. 
He also deals out scorching guitar licks in measured doses, generally eschewing long, 
meandering solos. In a trio, with essentially one lead instrument, the guitar (and the 
voice is another, of course), it’s not always easy to avoid repetition and formulaic attacks, 
but this album succeeds admirably in doing so. Kasik, who wrote or co-wrote five of the 
songs, provides steady bassline, and Fowlkes is dynamic and frequently spectacular 
on the drums.
  The set blasts off with “Last Last Chance,” the fed-up singer saying goodbye 
to his lover in no uncertain terms. “She Got The Remedy” reverses the theme as the 
singer lauds his lover for providing healing; musically if not thematically, the song is 
reminiscent of Tab Benoit’s “Medicine.” “Devil’s Hostage” slows the tempo for a lament 
about unwise choices, and the subject is repeated on “Reckless,” which features the 
added talent of Sheldon Ziro on harmonica. Ziro sticks around for the next track, “Keep 
The Party Rollin’,” which is a five-minute rockin’ boogie a la John Lee Hooker and ZZ 
Top. Fowlkes propels this one into overdrive; don’t expect to sit down while it’s playing.
  The ensuing track, “Sunnyland Train,” is a six-minute-plus cover of an Elmore 
James song, and Too Slim demonstrates definitively that he has mastered slide 
guitar. “Sure Shot” is a haunting, minor key track that looses Kasik on banjo, and then 
“Platinum Junkie,” describing the sad intersection of addiction and fame, affords plenty 
of space for guest harmonicat Jason Ricci to reveal his ample chops. “Snake Eyes” 
presents Kasik again on banjo meshing beautifully with Fowlkes’s drums as Langford 
sings movingly; on this track he sounds like Tom Petty as he does on the penultimate 
track, “Think About That,” in which the third guest harmonica player, “Rosy” Rosenblatt, 
waxes exuberantly while Slim rips off some piercing high notes. The set closes with 
“Half A World Away,” a love ballad with Too Slim playing his most lyrical guitar leads of 
the set. High Desert Heat was nominated for a 2019 Blues Music Award. This album is 
worthy of nomination for the next BMAs.
– Dan Stevens
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C D  R E V I E W
KAT RIGGINS
Cry Out
Gulf Coast Records

Kat Riggins has been steadily winning over live 
audiences with her powerful voice. After three 

independent releases, her latest is on Gulf Coast 
Records, the label run by Guy Hale and Mike 
Zito, who produced the project, playing guitar 
throughout. The all-original program is credited to 
Riggins as the writer, with Zito handling all aspects 
of the musical compositions.
  Able to cover everything from a whisper to a 
piercing cry of joy, Riggins wrote the songs last 
year, before the world was turned upside down 
several times over. The bruising drive and red-
hot licks from Zito on “Burn It All Down” frame the 

singer’s stark lament over being played for a fool. “Truth” straddles the line between 
blues and rock, making a fervent plea for an open, honest relationship. “Wicked 
Tongue” finds her back in the clutches of a sweet-talking temptress, surrounded by 
the raging tones emanating from Zito’s guitar. 
  On the title track, Riggins serves up a litany of social issues, encouraging 
listeners to raise their voices to demand change. Another highlight, “The Storm,” 
is a brooding, grinding blues with the singer affirming her power, providing a gritty 
testimony from the perspective of a Black, gay woman. “Son Of A Gun” serves as 
a gutsy tribute to one of Riggins’ influences, Koko Taylor, while “Can You See Me 
Now” channels Tina Turner, Riggins in complete command over a funky mix of horns 
and guitars.
   “Meet Your Maker” employs a catchy guitar hook wrapped around brassy horn 
accents, placing Riggins in a joyful strut while preaching about the perils of living life 
too fast. The lone ballad, “Heavy,” journeys into the depths of the human experience, 
narrated by tender, soulful ministrations from Riggins, the backing chorus comprised 
of her godson, niece, and nephews. 
  Riggins digs into the blues on “No Sale,” her take on the familiar “devil at the 
crossroads” theme leading to personal redemption, delivered with a voice full of 
crackling intensity. The full-bore rocker “Catching Up” finds her promising a joyous, 
steamy reunion when she returns home from her tour. One caveat is the lack of 
credit for the backing band other than Brian Zielie on drums and Doug Byrkit on 
bass. 
  If you are looking for a modern blues record, focused on love together with 
social justice issues, delivered by a woman able to invest each song with the full 
gamut of emotions, look no further. This new one from Kat Riggins gives you all that, 
and then some.
– Mark Thompson
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C D  R E V I E W
ELVIN BISHOP AND CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE
100 Years Of The Blues
Alligator

The last live performance my wife and I attended 
was Elvin Bishop and Charlie Musselwhite at the 

Keswick Theatre in the Philly suburb of Glenside 
several weeks before the COVID-19 crisis. Their 
relaxed, 75-minute performance consisted mainly 
of slow to mid-tempo blues with several tales about 
their careers mixed in with several plugs for 100 
Years Of The Blues; they were accompanied by Bob 
Welsh on guitar and piano as they are on this album.
  Friends for more than six decades, this is the first 
time they’ve recorded as a pair. I’ve listened to their 
music, a combined 110 years, and have seen both 
on numerous occasions. Their musical prowess is 
undiminished and their performances here possess 

a lean muscularity that informs their soulfully intricate interplay. Nine of the 12 tracks 
were written by either Bishop and/or Musselwhite; most were previously recorded. 
Musselwhite sings on six tracks and Bishop on five. The lone instrumental “South Side 
Slide” pays homage to their South Side of Chicago roots. The new original that will get 
the most attention has Bishop sardonically asking the musical question “What The Hell?” 
about the current state of affairs. More of Bishop’s wry wit is heard on “Old School” with 
lyrics like “Don’t send me an email, send me a female.”
  Blues camaraderie is celebrated in the other new original “Birds Of A Feather” 
which opens the album and in the title track closer. Musselwhite’s originals must have 
special meaning for him to record them again: “Blues For Yesterday,” “Blues Why Do 
You Worry Me,” “If I Should Have Bad Luck,” and “Good Times” (a.k.a. “Where Have 
All The Good Times Gone”). I enjoyed all the tunes, and it matters little that many were 
previously recorded. They all sound fresh because of the music’s intensity despite the 
absence of drums.
  Covers are Sonny Boy Williamson’s “Help Me,” Roosevelt Sykes’ (via James 
Cotton) “West Helena Blues” (both sung by Musselwhite), and Leroy Carr’s “Midnight 
Hour Blues.” Musselwhite first recorded “Help Me” on his 1966 Vanguard debut Stand 
Back! On this version Welsh’s hard-pumping piano propels the tune with Bishop firing off 
jagged, fuzz-toned notes evocative of Harvey Mandel’s playing on the 1966 version. The 
most surprising track is Bishop’s rendition of “Midnight Hour Blues.” Bishop is generally 
known for his good-natured country sage vocals, but his dark, deliberate vocals here 
are imbued with a somber apprehension underscored by Musselwhite’s eerie chromatic. 
There’s a palpable ache in Bishop’s voice with a sense of dread that reminded me of a 
line from Hamlet, “Prologue to the omen coming on.” Special kudos to Bob Welsh for his 
stellar playing that had me thinking of Otis Spann and Sunnyland Slim. A most enjoyable 
set by two beloved veteran virtuosos of the blues and certain to be found on numerous 
Top Ten lists for 2020.
– Thomas J. Cullen III
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C D  R E V I E W
KIM WILSON
Take Me Back
MC Records

Few things are as musically soothing to me 
than an hour of deeply rooted Chicago blues. 

Wilson’s Take Me Back is this summer’s comfort 
food for the soul. This album is the follow-up to his 
2017 critically acclaimed Blues And Boogie Vol. 
1. Using a roster of mostly the same musicians, 
Wilson continues his deep affection for the tenets 
of the traditional blues he so loves. To honor that 
respect, the record is dedicated to his honorary 
uncle, Jimmy Rogers. 
  Wilson and Rogers have a long and loving 
history together. Wilson was, as a young 23-year-

old, afforded the opportunity to share a stage with blues legends in Antone’s club 
in Austin in the late 1970s as part of the Fabulous Thunderbirds house band. From 
those experiences, Wilson was called on to back Rogers during many of his shows, 
produced and backed Rogers’ on his 1990 Ludella record for Antone’s Records, and 
years later be part of the Jimmy Rogers All Stars on the 1999 Rogers tribute album. 
  Take Me Back features four Rogers tunes and singletons by Little Walter, 
Howlin’ Wolf, Percy Mayfield, Larry Williams, and Jimmy Nolen. Add that to seven 
Wilson originals and Take Me Back is a 16-song buffet of time-honored, conventional 
blues. So conventional is the recording that the longest song here touches four 
minutes, with nine clocking under three minutes. Old school indeed. 
  Instead of cherry picking from Rogers most well-known songs, Wilson selected 
four under-the-radar tunes Rogers recorded for Chess – “Goin Away Baby” (1950), 
“Money, Marbels, And Chalk” (1951), “The Last Time” (1952), and “If It Ain’t Me” 
(1956). Wilson delivers these Rogers songs in the exact manner of the Golden Age 
of Chicago Blues. For his part, Wilson sings verses that are answered by piano, 
guitar jabs, and fierce blows on his muddy and distorted harmonica, reflective of the 
traditional way Wilson heard Rogers play these during their nights in Antone’s.
 The seven Wilson originals are all composed in that same Chicago blues vein. 
Four are high-wired, harp-led instrumentals that can easily surface when Wilson and 
his Thunderbirds deliver a more blues-influenced set. 
  This is Wilson’s return to MC Records after a 17-year hiatus. On that label was 
his 2001 outstanding Smokin’ Joint. Of that release, I wrote, “Whether he deals electric 
harmonica through his bullet mic a la Little Walter or draws bent notes acoustically, 
Sonny Boy-styled, Wilson offers the harmonica curriculum essential to every aspiring 
harp player. A recording like this is essential to keeping that straightforward blues 
alive.” His return to MC Records offers exactly the same vision. 
– Art Tipaldi



“Somewhere between soul, blues, and the early years of rock, John straddles the divide with a wonderful sense of style!” -New England Blues Review

"I wish you all the greatest of health during these 
di�cult times.  I hope this new album brings you 

excitement and joy! I had a ball writing and 
recording it and feel so grateful to have the 

opportunity to share  new music with you.  Please 
be careful and be well ... I look forward to the day 

when I can see you all at a live show! 
Thank you for your support.”   - John Németh                                                                      
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C D  R E V I E W
RONNIE EARL & THE BROADCASTERS
Rise Up
Stony Plains Records

Anyone wanting to prove that Ronnie Earl is 
a rare, remarkable guitarist will find plenty of 

evidence on Rise Up, Earl’s 27th album. He takes 
his Strat to places other players simply cannot. 
Like a magician’s well-practiced slight-of-hand, 
when Earl performs his magic, you can only be 
amazed and applaud.
  Rise Up is steeped in traditional symbolism 
and topical social commentary. Those messages 
are conveyed visually, in song titles, and 
hammered home on the haunting “Black Lives 
Matter.” Tracy Kochanski’s striking cover shows 

Earl, 67, sporting his Strat, wearing a Jewish prayer shall. Under his fretboard is 
an Islamic Star and Crescent. A Phoenix, the ultimate, every-religion metaphor for 
resurrection and salvation, flies upward into the album’s title above Earl. Over it all 
shines an eight-point star that Native American Indians say symbolizes hope.
  And there is the provocative title. Contributing to the discourse are titles like 
“BLM,” “Blues For George Floyd,” and “Navajo Blues.” Those last two and six others 
are brilliant instrumentals on this 15-song, nearly 79-minute set. The instrumentals 
– including a dazzling, ten-minute “Blues For Lucky Peterson” – feature guitar 
explorations that make you want to stand in front of Earl, to confirm that just one 
person is creating what you hear. The multi-BMA winner definitely delivers.
  Diane Blue supplies sensual, funky, and exciting vocals on seven tunes, 
changing styles successfully from “Higher Love” and Eddie Taylor’s timeless “Big 
Town Playboy” to Fenton Robinson’s “You Don’t Know What Love Is” and Bob 
Dylan’s “Lord Protect My Child.” The other Broadcasters are Dave Limina (keys), 
Forrest Padgett (drums), and Paul Kochanski (bass). They are tight, talented, in the 
pocket, and additive to every cut. Limina’s organ and piano riffs lift songs a rung 
or two, especially on “Mess Around,” “Blues For George Floyd,” and “Lord Protect 
My Child.” Fellow Bostonian Peter Ward adds guitar, returning the favor of Earl’s 
appearance on Ward’s Train To Key Biscayne album.
  As I listened to Earl’s and Blue’s marvelous, stirring cover of “All Your Love,” 
I imagined a young Buddy Guy sitting in a club on Chicago’s South Side, grooving 
to and learning from mentor Magic Sam. Certainly Rise Up proffers a message too. 
It’s “we’re all in this together.” And “stand up for what’s right.” And part “God help us” 
too. Message received, along with a collection of exceedingly good blues music.
– Dan D. Harrell
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C D  R E V I E W
NEW MOON JELLY ROLL FREEDOM ROCKERS
New Moon Jelly Roll Freedom Rockers, Vol. 1
Stony Plain 

The eight artists on this album are cross-
generational. They represent two races, 

and resumes that legitimatize each one’s right 
to be called a legacy act. Two of them, Charlie 
Musselwhite and Jimbo Mathis, contribute 
original songs. Others are featured in numbers 
that range from Alvin Youngblood Hart’s take 
on music spanning almost a century in origin 
from his reconstruction of the Hendrix rocker 
“Stone Free” to revamping Charlie Patton’s 
“Pony Blues” and The Mississippi Sheiks’ “Stop 
And Listen Blues.” 

  Luther and Cody Dickinson of the North Mississippi Allstars perform with 
their late dad Jim Dickinson on Wilbert Harrison’s “Let’s Work Together” and 
“Come On Down To My House.” As varied as these artists are, they all reach 
deep within to activate their muse. And each has a deep love, understanding, 
and the expertise to deliver unique takes on these songs. Musselwhite opens 
the CD with an original “Blues, Why Worry Me,” is featured on another original, 
“Strange Land” he wrote when he was 18 trying to feel his way around Chicago, 
and a cover of the Memphis Jug Band’s “K.C. Moan.”
  Nowhere does it say this, but I’d be willing to bet most of these recordings 
were captured in one take. Recorded in 2007 at the late Jim Dickinson’s 
Zebra Ranch Studio in Independence, Mississippi, the ten numbers feature 
the musicians gathered in a circle vamping off each other while the tape ran. 
Spontaneity and pure love of the process dominate. Cody Dickinson is quoted 
on the cover: “I hope the love in the room can be heard in the music. This 
record was truly a joy to make.”
  Spontaneity has always been an important measure of great blues but an 
elusive one as recording techniques make perfection the imperfect descendent 
of music born at early 20th century Saturday night fish fries. These guys make 
it sound easy again. The name of the group is a collective effort that proves 
these guys are better at playing than labeling. Volume 2 is due for release in 
the spring of 2021.
– Don Wilcock
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“Bette is  the swaggering proof 
that there is nothing dated about 
soulful rock and roll sung with 
attitude, defiance, and a take-
no-prisoners aesthetic.“

- American Songwriter

“Bette is capable of breaking off 
a high note with a throaty cry or 
scraping so low and wide that she 
threatens to put her bass player 
out of work.“

- Billboard 

BETTE SMITH
THE GOOD THE BAD 
AND THE BETTE
RUF 1284

“I think we caught lightning in a 
bottle with this snapshot of these 
difficult times and it is possibly my 
best record of my career, born from 
the most challenging time in my life 
as a musician.“

- Jeremiah Johnson

“The record puts Johnson’s love for 
old-school songcraft at the center of 
the action and contains a seemingly 
endless series of memorable tracks, 
which are enhanced by his considerable 
vocal and instrumental skills“

- Rock and Blues Muse 
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